
CollabNow
Bring Students Together

Design TEAM

Intr0*

CollabNow is an mobile App that 
helps students finding new 
interesting projects. With a tinder like 
swiping mechanism the user can 
apply for projects and create them 
himself.



The project already existed for two 
semesters now. The main goal for 
this project was to measure the 
current user experience and usability 
and solve existing problems.  

Additional to this the implementation 
of new features, that make the app 
more engaging and understandable 
should be implemented.  

*

Client
Hochschule der Medien Stuttgat

Goals
Mobile Platform to create and 
search for interesting new projects 

Audience
Students (HdM Students for now)

Milest0nes

Usertest

Evaluation

Define Outline

Wireframing

Userflow / Inform. Archit.

Final Evaluiation

July 10March 13

Usertests

To better understand the existing usability problems and get a better overview in general we started by 
evaluating the existing system with a short Usertest.



The tests have been structured into three main tasks. Task one was a typicall task based usability test with 
six tasks that should be done in combination with the think aloud method.  The second task for the subject 
was to answer four questions for the general user experience and subjective perception of the app. 

At the end of the usertest, the subject was asked to fill out the UEQS.

Before we started each Usertest we asked them for their personal data like age, subject of studies, how 
often they contributed to a university project so far, how many interdisziplinary projects they attended 
and how often they had to search for a project group already. This helped us to cluster the answers later 
and better understand the different Userfeedback. 

Audience

The average subject demographics

ø Age

24,6 Years

ø Done Projects

2,78

ø Interdisziplinary 
Projects

1,1

0ld User Interface

Registration Process 0ld

Profile/About you 0ld Project Search 0ld

0ld User Interface

Student Match + Chat 0ld

Own Projects + Create new Project 0ld

Results

Task 1: Registration Process

 Calendar function not clear

 Skills rating not clear 

 Course of study unclear (no list to choose from)

 Missing skills to choose from

Task 2: About you section

 no problems

Task 3: Search for a new project

 difference between project and student search unclear

 icons unclear

 swipe function unclear

 where are the swiped projects?

Results 2.0

Task 4: Match a student and contact him

 Tabbar Icons not clear

Task 5: Create a new project

 problems finding the project creation screen

 Confirm with enter button not possible

 Missing error states

 Safe as draft not possible

 Project tags not clear

Task 6: Delete existiting project

 no problems

Marta 
Lorde
Job

Mobile Media Student

Sometimes I wish, I could get out of 
my comfort zone and try something 
completely different... 

Background
Marta (30) studies Mobile Media in her third semester now and just finished her undergraduate. Now that she has her first 
projects next semester and wants to try something completely new to develop her UX skills even more. In her friends group 
she is the one who is considered as “out of the box thinker”. 

Goals / Ambitions

 Develop new skill
 Be a diverse UX Designer
 To further develop their skills. 
 Contribute to like-minded 

community
 Combine practical skills and 

academic knowledge.  

Frustrations

 No experienc
 Only knows students from her 

own classe
 Problems making new friends

Ways of working

 Creative geniu
 Very organized

Tools

 Figm
 Pinterest 
 ToDoList 
 Pape
 HdM Stage

Jack

pride
Function

Packaging Student

Finding new people, realizing project 
ideas is often really difficult. I wish 
the HdM would offer something 
more simple...

Background
Jack (25) is in his 8th semeste. The upcoming semester he is in his final semester where he needs to work on his final study 
project. He wants to do something different from the normal packaging and needs some people that can help him realizing his 
idea in an interdisziplinary project. He really wants to get this project done so he has more time again for his sport activities.

Goals / AmbitionS

 Finally graduat
 Be more organize
 Dont spend much time on 

planning
 Combine his packaging skills 

with something different 

Frustrations

 Often forgets deadline
 Finding project partners, often 

is very time consumin
 The current Project registration 

is difficult to understand

Ways of working

 Messy min
 Hates planned thing
 Deadlines freak me out

Tools

 HdM Stag
 Sticky note
 Cutte
 Pen
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Re-design

& Testing 

Project Search

 Missing Information about the 
dat

 No Filter possibility for finding 
specific project

 No information about the open 
positions

 Current Team member are 
missing

 Only possible to view the own 
created project

 No empty stat

 No Drafts possible 


 Confusing Icon

 Too many subsites for the same 
interactio

 Missing Tab Headline

 Combined fitting subpages to 
declutter tab ba

 Added Tab Headline

 Adjusted Icons

 Start and End date of project 
without scrollin

 Filtering for tags possibl

 Tags and description about the 
projec

 Choose from open positions and 
see the current team

 See swiped projects with current 
application state in the projects 
ta

 Empty states for all scenario

 Project drafts are shown here

Saved Projects Tab Bar

Project Search Saved Projects Tab Bar
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Open Mail App

Re-Send E-Mail

9:41

Please conform your email address

Check your email and click on the confirmation


 link to continue.

We sent a confirmation email to:

max.mustermann@web.de

Lets start by setting up your profile

To show you the best fitting projects, please help 

us to get to know you a little bit better.

Course of Study*

Select your course

9:41

Tell the community a little bit about 
your skills

Based on your 3 skills, people will know if you 

are a fitting team member for their project.

Feeling super skilled? Just 
 to your profile

add 
more Skills

Extra Skill

Enter an important skill of yours

Extra Skill

First Skill*

Enter an important skill of yours

Second Skill*

Enter an important skill of yours

Third Skill*

Enter an important skill of yours

9:41

Your new .. sorry..

 collabNow bio

tinder

First impressions are important, so think about 

why people should want to have in their 

team. 

you 

Personal description*

Write something about yourself

30/256

9:41

Whats your current semester?

Don’t worry - we don’t judge

Your in your 10th semester? Proof people how 

irrellevant this can be! 

Semester

Select your semester

Skip

9:41

Smile Please 
This is the last step! 

Make it  and show your future 

team members who they are working with.

more personal

Choose an image

Take a photo

Skip

9:41

Registrati0n

To reduce frustration and half empty profiles the goal was to make the registration process as easy and fun 
as possible. Based on the informations we got from the usertests we replaced the lightbulb icons in the 
skills page with text input fields and added a more detailed explanation to each step.

The result is a simpler and more fun flow that helpes the user to register as efficient and easy and possible.

LIBRARY

Icons

Components with 
multiple states

Fancy UX  
Interface Des..

Fancy UX  
Interface Des..

1

Fancy UX  
Interface Des..

1

Fancy UX  
Interface Des..

Fancy UX  
Interface Des..

TP
Test  
Project

Typography

Body 1 – SF Pro Text Regular 16pt.

Body 2 – SF Pro Text Light 14pt.

Body 3 – SF Pro Text SemiBold 12pt.

Body 3U – SF Pro Text SemiBold 12pt.

ButtonBig – SF Pro Text SemiBold 14pt.

ButtonMedium – SF Pro Text SemiBold 12pt.

ButtonMedium2 – SF Pro Text Regular 12pt.

H1 – SF Pro Text Bold 24pt.

H2 – SF Pro Text SemiBold 18 pt.

H3 – SF Pro Text SemiBold 16pt.

Colors

Brand Colors

Valencia White

Smoke

Black Charcoal

Indication Colors

Accept Pending

C0DE

Coding TEAM

FrontEnd

DART

Flutter

Kotlin

Swift

backend

Firebase

Firebase Auth

Firebase Firestore

Firebase CLoud Functions

At the End of this project now, there are still some things to do in the future/next project 
phase. Starting with a second user test to validate the benefits of the redesign and new 
implemented functionalities. In general the main focus of the next implementation phase 
is the finalisation of the current product, including the full and final backend interface. In 
order to keep all the communication around project organisation at one place, the 
implementation of an internal chat functionality is plannned as well. 

After a field test in the study context, the idea could get implemented in the personal 
context as well, for planning work related tasks, trips and other activities. The possibility 
to contribute to a student app that might be used for future students was a really 
interesting and fun experience, that brought a new perspective of problem solving for a 
specific user target group.

C0NCLUSI0N
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